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The Applications and Uses of Artificial Grass 

Artificial grass can be used in a wide range of situations for a huge range of 

applications. From domestic use for a maintenance-free summer, through 

public spaces and sports fields, to use in the commercial environment, today’s 

artificial grass solutions can be effective and beneficial over natural lawns.  

PermaLawn has introduced a range of 

high-quality artificial grasses that are 

really changing the way homeowners 

perceive a faux lawn.  

Long behind are the days of AstroTurf-

esque matting; today, you can be hard-

pressed to tell the difference between 

natural and artificial grass.  

Aesthetics are not the only reason you 

might choose to install an artificial lawn 

over natural grass, as there are many 

benefits to be had.  

The purpose of this paper is to examine 

the applications and uses of artificial grass, and to look at some of the wider 

benefits making the shift from a natural lawn can bring to homeowners and 

commercial consumers. 

 

Let’s get started… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Chessington weave 

https://www.perma-lawn.co.uk/shop/grasses/?Page_ID=3610&refpid=54791&id=699465
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Artificial grass for domestic use at home 

Looking to artificial grass for your garden has not traditionally been the first 

thought from the average homeowner when faced with the dilemma of what to 

do with the patch of worn, discoloured lawn that has been in place for years. It 

is important to consider all your options before going ahead and simply 

replacing tired, worn or old turf with new. Take some time to really look at 

artificial grass.  

PermaLawn will send free samples to help 

you to choose, and will support you to make 

sure you order only exactly what you need.  

Be careful of cheap imitations, and get a  

customized solution for artificial grass for 

your lawn from PermaLawn.  

There is a wide variety of yarn types to 

choose from, in different colour shades, blade 

lengths and to suit all wearability 

requirements.  

Look at some of the most common conditions 

that can affect a domestic lawn installation: 

Weather 

Natural grass can suffer under the impact of weather conditions, particularly 

rain. This means that often when the ground becomes waterlogged, the grass 

surface cannot be used until the weather improves and the grass dries out 

sufficiently.  

After heavy rain it can be days until the lawn surface can be used, or risk 

irreparable damage to the grass. Natural grass also wears quickly and worn 

patches can be hard to bring back to life without making the lawn unavailable 

for use for weeks. Gardens are meant to be used by a family and enjoyed all-

year-round.  

Figure 2: Order your sample pack 

https://www.perma-lawn.co.uk/free-samples
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Durability 

Durability extends life expectancy. Well laid artificial turf, even with high 

traffic, can expect to last between eight and ten years, provided the correct 

type of artificial lawn was selected for purpose. In fact, lower traffic or higher 

quality artificial grass surfaces can last for much longer.  

The hard-wearing properties of some types of artificial lawn make them ideal 

for children’s play areas and other high-traffic zones.  

Accessibility  

It can be difficult growing natural 

grass on some unusually located 

garden spaces, gardens that see lots 

of activity in the summer or in 

gardens that become high traffic 

areas.  

Artificial grass can be easily fitted 

anywhere with good preparation - along a concrete path, around your garden 

or behind your house. 

Artificial lawn is ideal to use to create a natural-looking space on a balcony or 

patio area, or in any sheltered area where the installation of natural turf is not 

feasible. 

Good quality, hard-wearing artificial lawn is perfect for domestic gardens, and 

provides an even surface that cannot always be achieved with natural turf, 

resulting in a comfortable and safe walking medium for the elderly or people 

with disabilities.  

 

 

 

Figure 3: Ideal for hard to reach areas 
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Maintenance 

There is little doubt that the sound of a 

lawnmower is familiar to most 

homeowners on a regular basis almost all 

year round, with a little respite during the 

winter months in countries like the UK.  

This is because the growth of natural grass 

slows during colder seasonal spells. 

 

Artificial grass requires very little maintenance, other than surface brushing 

and the occasional wash down after a spill or pet visit. 

For this reason alone, homeowners across the UK are looking for a beautiful 

lawn without the high maintenance, and are finding the answer in artificial 

grass. 

Yarn types and domestic usage requirements 

The different yarn types available consider the 

fact that different homes and the needs of the 

homeowners vary in setting and design: 

• Children’s play areas 

• Households with pets 

• Outside party areas 

• Pathways and features 

• Homes with elderly residents 

• Families with special needs 

• Picnic area 

• Area for family sports 

• Tennis court 

 

Artificial grass is suitable for all garden types and family use.  

 

Figure 4: Relax in a low-maintenance garden 

Figure 5: Patio landscaping at home 
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C-shape 2.0 shaped yarns and C-shape 

shaped yarns are recommended for 

domestic use and there are a wide variety 

of grasses available from PermaLawn in 

both yarn types.  

There are numerous ways homeowners 

use their garden spaces, and the ranges of 

artificial turf from PermaLawn have a 

solution to suit every single one. Whether 

you need a hard-wearing surface for the 

children and their friends for football or 

pool play, or a soft, even surface for 

walking or golf putting, we can help. 

PermaLawn recommendations for domestic gardens 

The newly-released Hardwick is a popular choice 

at the budget-end of the range. 

Highlights: 

Lead and cadmium-free 

UV stable to DIN 53387 standard. 

 

At the luxury end of the scale is the 40mm Denby, 

a soft and realistic choice that is so close to 

natural grass, it will keep your guests guessing. 

Highlights: 

Soft and realistic 

Lead and cadmium-free 

 

 

Figure 6: C-Shape yarns 

Figure 7: Hardwick from PermaLawn 

Figure 8: Denby luxury artificial lawn 

https://www.perma-lawn.co.uk/shop/grasses/?Page_ID=3610&refpid=54791&id=752416
https://www.perma-lawn.co.uk/shop/grasses/?Page_ID=3610&refpid=54791&id=752523
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There are numerous ways homeowners use their garden spaces, and the 

ranges of artificial turf from PermaLawn have a solution to suit every single 

one. Whether you need a hard-wearing surface for the children and their 

friends for football or pool play, or a soft, even surface for walking or golf 

putting, we can help. 

Artificial grass for green roofing projects 

The use of green roofing in a domestic 

setting is also achievable with artificial 

grass to deliver a long-lasting, perfect 

aesthetic finish to any project. 

Whether the green roof will receive traffic, 

or simply be there for a different look, 

there are synthetic yarns that will suit any 

requirement. Planting can still be carried 

out in beds on the green roof, and the 

artificial turf installed around them. 

For a bowling or putting green look, the St 

Andrew’s weave is the ideal choice. 

Using artificial grass in nurseries and schools 

The use of artificial grass in nurseries 

and schools is increasing in 

popularity for many of the same 

reasons stated above for domestic 

homes, although foot traffic is likely to 

be higher. 

High traffic use in a large nursery will 

need similar considerations to those 

of a park setting.  

Figure 9: Green roofing with artificial grass 

Figure 10: Artificial grass for nurseries 

https://www.perma-lawn.co.uk/shop/grasses/?Page_ID=3610&refpid=54791&id=696648
https://www.perma-lawn.co.uk/shop/grasses/?Page_ID=3610&refpid=54791&id=696648
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Smaller nurseries may have lighter traffic on the grass surface, but toddlers are 

toddlers and they will use the grass surface in the same way anywhere.  

Often in a nursery environment, there will be play materials in use, such as: 

• Play sand 

• Water 

• Play dough 

• Paint 

• Glue 

Although precautions should be 

taken with certain substances, most 

play materials can be easily cleaned, 

and water can be used on artificial 

grass with no worry about the 

creation of slippery, muddy patches 

that could be hazardous to young 

children at play on a natural lawn 

surface. 

The creation of a safe play 

environment is made easy with artificial grass, which typically has a substrate 

laid first that can be levelled to provide an even walking surface. Maintenance 

is significantly reduced with artificial lawn, which can lead to reductions in 

these types of costs for nurseries and schools. 

PermaLawn recommendations for nurseries and schools would include: 

A dense weave with the preferred choice C-shape 

2.0 yarn is recommended for heavy duty use. 

Typically, about 30mm and above in length should 

also make a difference to long-term wear, but the 

Chessington, a 28mm yarn is a popular choice for 

school and nursery clients, as is the 35mm 

Kedleston, suitable for larger nurseries and schools, 

as it is manufactured to a commercial standard. 

Figure 11: Children use all types of mediums for play 

Figure 12: Kedleston artificial grass 

https://www.perma-lawn.co.uk/shop/grasses/?Page_ID=3610&refpid=54791&id=699465
https://www.perma-lawn.co.uk/shop/grasses/?Page_ID=3610&refpid=54791&id=699466
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Double based weaves also enjoy more durability although it is also important to 

ensure that they have high perforation. Typically, PermaLawn artificial grasses 

allow water through at 60l/min/m2. 

Creating a sensory garden with synthetic grass 

A sensory garden is often a quiet space containing a variety of textures and 

mediums to create an appealing environment for those with sight or learning 

difficulties, or for children. 

Using different textures makes an interesting space for walking, sitting and 

generally experiencing the space using senses other than sight.  

The use of artificial yarns and weaves can add to the texture of a garden, and 

can make it a low-maintenance, safe area that can still be planted with 

fragranced flowers, shrubs and other plants in beds or borders around the 

lawn area.  

Artificial grass can be effective in all weathers, and can be used to create 

sensory gardens both outside and indoors. 

Suitability of artificial lawn in homes for the elderly 

Artificial grass can be ideal when used in homes for the elderly or those who 

need a flat, even walking surface.  

One of the biggest hazards to the elderly is 

uneven ground, which can easy cause a fall.  

A natural lawn surface is challenged by 

weather all year round, and this can lead to 

damage to the grass, making the walking 

conditions unsafe for the elderly, frail or 

disabled. This often means that walking areas 

become restricted to concrete or stone 

pathways. 

 
Figure 13: Walking restricted to pathways 
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In situations where artificial grass has been laid, the substrate will have been 

designed for both drainage and runoff and will be laid evenly and level. Once 

the artificial lawn is laid on top, there is little chance of damage to the substrate 

and the surface should remain stable for longer.  

Some homes for the elderly have created 

recreational areas for tennis and putting greens 

using the St Andrew’s artificial grass, which has 

the shortest, finest weave. 

Using artificial lawn can make a garden more 

accessible for the elderly, who can move around 

much more easily on a level surface. Borders 

and beds can be enjoyed, and the garden can 

become a place that can also be worked in by 

residents, who do not have to worry as much 

about tripping or slipping. 

With the range of lawns from PermaLawn, it is easy to create an enhanced 

comfort experience by installing additional padded surfaces on top of the 

substrate and beneath the grass matting. Talk to our teams about your special 

requirements and let us guide you. 

Parks and playgrounds benefit from artificial surfacing 

Designing and building a park or 

playground takes a lot of 

resources.  

Once the design has been agreed 

upon and the decision has been 

made to lay artificial grass, the 

research into the right grass 

begins.  

 

Figure 14: Creation of a putting green made 
easy 

https://www.perma-lawn.co.uk/shop/grasses/?Page_ID=3610&refpid=54791&id=696648
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Many factors come into play when considering the right grass for your 

playground or park. The very nature of purpose means that the final choice will 

have to be a highly durable one. Deciding which artificial grass is right for your 

project will depend on geography, budget and end purpose.  

Laying artificial grass for a nursery, for 

example, can be approached very 

differently to laying it for a park area 

where the local youth will be practicing 

football, families will have picnics and 

dogs may be exercised.  

It is clear why the use of artificial grass is 

ideal for any playground, and why it is 

growing in popularity. Most children will 

enjoy their playground year-round. Hot in 

the summer and wet, cold and muddy in the winter. A synthetic play surface 

such as artificial grass in the playground, will eradicate the problems that are 

caused by seasonal wear to natural surfaces.  

Typically, as the summer months progress, natural surfaces will wear away 

and become dry, dusty and worn in several places. A surface with artificial 

grass will have a prepared and compacted substrate that is far more robust, 

and even underfoot. Having been made for purpose it will last for years rather 

than require seasonal care. 

Double-based artificial grass weaves enjoy more durability, although it is also 

important to ensure that they have high perforation. In parks and playgrounds, 

it will be important to calculate how porous the grass is and make sure the 

substrate provides adequate drainage or runoff when it rains. 

 

 

Figure 15: Picnicking and working on artificial 
grass 
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Artificial grass for parks  

Parks are used differently all over the world. Some are heavy traffic areas, 

where children come to play, and dogs are walked daily. Others are secluded 

serene spaces where people escape to reflect.  

Both types will experience much 

higher traffic than the average back 

garden. Selecting artificial grass for a 

park will require different 

considerations than a playground. 

Playgrounds are usually uniform is 

shape and don’t offer as many 

challenges as a park area might.  

Park areas with slopes are particularly 

challenging for those that install artificial grass. The larger the park, the more 

likely there will be a slope in some for or other. Different parts of a park may 

experience more traffic than other parts. It is even conceivable that a 

contractor might suggest different types of artificial grass is laid based on 

budget and park use. 

If the park is going to be situated and available to the public, it is possible that 

the local authority will have eco-friendly measures that need to be considered 

too. This would include considerations on environmental impact and how 

much recycled product is included in the grass. 

Also consider how the grass will be maintained and cleaned. Think about 

whether it is possible to rinse down the turf with a hose or sprinklers, 

especially during the hot months when the wear and tear is likely to be at Its 

highest. 

Grasses with a reinforced C-shape 2.0 shaped yarn should be amongst the first 

to consider. This type of grass is hard-wearing and durable in a range of 

situations, yet soft and will spring back and retain its appearance. Higher 

density weaves are also preferable.  

Figure 16: Enjoying the park 
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PermaLawn can help you in the decision-making process with a wide range of 

artificial grasses to suit every type of situation and use. Contact our 

professional corporate services team on 01773 441 950 to talk to us about 

your needs. 

Why artificial grass is used for sports fields  

Sports fields and arenas take a lot of 

heavy, often concentrated traffic during 

sports events or training sessions. This 

can lead to damage of natural grass 

surfaces, which require high levels of 

maintenance to keep them fit for 

purpose. In fact, in a single event, sports 

pitches laid with natural grass can 

suffer multiple areas of damage.  

If the damage is left to self-repair by regrowth, very often huge tufts of grass 

are lost. This is because natural grass is not woven into a single unit and will 

have multiple weak areas. Wet weather contributes to serious damage that 

takes time and costly repair and replacement.  

The durability of artificial grass offers 

a completely different scenario. 

Because it is not organic, it can 

weather all sorts of treatment without 

degrading. Properly laid artificial grass 

on an adequately prepared substrate, 

will not separate and tear in the same 

way that natural turf does, especially 

when it gets wet.  

If performance is important for your chosen sport, then artificial grass is a 

great option to consider. It provides consistency, which means that gameplay 

should be fair and even, no matter the season or the part of the field that it is 

played on. 

Figure 17: Damage to natural turf during a rugy match 

Figure 18: Playing football on a synthetic surface 
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One of the benefits of synthetic grass that is also contributing heavily to its 

popularity is that it is a low maintenance option when compared to natural 

surfacing.  

Instances of mowing, replanting and watering during dry spells throughout the 

season are eliminated with an artificial grass alternative. Although the initial 

installation investment may sometimes be higher than natural turf, the 

maintenance costs are significantly reduced, making it a much more cost-

effective project over the long-term, particularly for clubs and private sports 

fields with tight annual grounds maintenance budgeting. 

The installation of artificial grass is ideal for most sports that would otherwise 

play on natural grass, such as, but not limited to: 

• Football 

• Rugby 

• Hockey 

• Tennis 

• Golf or putting green 

• Bowling 

Highly durable, weatherproof and well-perforated grass types should be used 

for heavy-use, outdoor artificial lawn installations. Grasses with a reinforced C-

shape yarn should be amongst the first considerations. The grass will spring 

back and retain its appearance. Higher density weaves are also preferable.  

Contact the PermaLawn team today to find out more about artificial lawn 

solutions for outdoor sports areas. 

Synthetic grass can be ideal for indoor sports arenas 

Whilst many sports arenas are found outside, if the weather isn’t kind in your 

particular area, or during the season within which you play your sport, then 

this can have a huge impact on how often you can play or practice off-season. If 

you bring a sports arena indoors, then natural grass isn’t going to be able to 

grow.  

This is where synthetic grass can help. 
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Artificial turf does not need sunlight or watering, which means that it can be 

the ideal medium for indoor sporting spaces, and remains a low-maintenance, 

budget-efficient option. It is also possible to add soft layers underneath 

artificial grasses to deliver a much softer sport-playing surface. This can be an 

excellent option for training grounds and children’s sports. 

The PermaLawn team can offer advice about yarn types and solutions for 

indoor sports artificial grass surfacing. 

Commercial use of artificial grass 

Artificial grass has been used for 

commercial purposes for 

decades. Many people will 

remember their first encounter 

with ‘false grass’ as being seen 

used in local shops and market 

displays.  

 

This type of grass is still popular today for the same purpose, but is now also 

available in ranges that are worlds apart in terms of appearance and 

wearability. 

Artificial grass is commonly used to create natural-looking spaces for 

commercial exhibitions and a wide range of other uses, such as but not limited 

to: 

• Fashion shows 

• Exhibition gardens 

• Display 

o Shop or department store windows 

o Crafts fairs and exhibitions 

o Plant displays 

• Film sets 

• Roof terraces 

 

Figure 19: raditional commercial use of artificial grass 
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It is clear why the use of turf is popular for 

temporary creation of aesthetically-

pleasing spaces, but natural grass can 

wear quickly during high traffic events, 

leaving an uneven, patchy surface.  

The high durability of artificial grass is a 

preferable option for many event 

organisers. It can withstand much more 

foot traffic, and it can be much more 

flexible than natural grass for 

incorporating garden design. 

Synthetic yarns and weaves can also be 

used effectively in commercial roof 

terraces and green roofing spaces where a low-maintenance option is 

important.  

It is not easy to install and look after natural grass on a rooftop, particularly in 

a commercial environment. Artificial grass offers an excellent alternative to 

create spaces where office workers can relax, eat and take breaks within a busy 

city in a serene and calming garden. 

The modern ranges of artificial grass 

available today offer the perfect solution for 

the commercial market.  

The latest yarns and weaves give a finish that 

is natural and soft, and durable enough to 

take high foot traffic without losing shape or 

colour.  

This makes artificial grass ideal for photo 

shoots and other types of filming projects.  

 

 

Figure 20: Flexible garden design features 

Figure 21: Modern weaves are soft and 
realistic 
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In outdoor spaces, artificial turf is also more conducive to wet weather than 

natural grass with high foot traffic. Event organisers can be faced with safety 

issues during muddy conditions on natural grass following wet weather, but 

artificial lawn is laid on even substrate with carefully calculated drainage in 

place. This is particularly important for public events and family exhibitions, 

where there will be a wide range of people of all ages with differing 

requirements for mobility. 

There is no guesswork involved in artificial grass in terms of appearance, 

which is making it a viable option in show and exhibition gardens around the 

world. In hot countries, or even during dry, hot European summers, natural 

grass can dry out very quickly and lose lustre, leaving a disappointing result if 

not maintained very carefully.  

Professionally-laid artificial grass on 

a properly-prepared substrate can 

be relied upon to stay green and 

rich-looking with no further 

maintenance or attention for the 

duration of the show and years 

beyond.  

This is another reason why it is 

currently increasing in popularity 

rapidly in the domestic sector. 

The artificial lawn market has come a long way from the grocer’s shop display 

in a very short time. The commercial industry is embracing the latest 

innovations in artificial grass, and homeowners are now beginning to, too. 

Let PermaLawn show you the potential of artificial grass in a wide range of 

situations. Our professional, friendly teams are trained and experienced 

enough to help you choose the best yarns and weaves for your project, whether 

for domestic, public, sports or commercial use. 

 

 

Figure 22: Show garden laid on correctly-prepared 
substrate 
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